Vote By Mail Voters at the Polls
The rule for a voter who was previously issued a Vote by Mail (VBM) ballot is to permit them to vote provisionally
at the polls on Election Day. This rule may be waived under the following conditions.
Waiver Conditions
If a VBM voter asks to vote a nonprovisional ballot at the polls instead of casting the VBM ballot sent to them, the
following requirements must ALL be satisfied:
1. The voter’s name appears on the Master Voter List;
2. The voter presents the lavender VBM return envelope bearing the voter’s name and address;
3. The voter hands over all six of their ballot cards, A through F; and,
4. The voter completes and signs the Provisional Ballot Waiver Declaration.
When ALL of these conditions are satisfied, the voter may be issued a nonprovisional ballot.
Issuing the Nonprovisional Ballot
The signature on the declaration is the only signature required. Do not have the voter sign the Master Voter List, Roster
or Index. In the event that a voter refuses to sign the Declaration, the voter may sign the lavender return envelope, in
the presence of the poll worker, to meet the signature requirement.
Complete the poll worker portion of the Provisional Ballot Waiver Declaration in the grey box.
Place all ballot cards in the envelope and staple together the declaration and the envelope. This packet constitutes the
“Ballot Selection Ticket” for the voter. The packet is exchanged for a nonprovisional ballot at the Ballot Issuing
Station. Place the packet in the Spoiled Ballot Bag after issuing the same ballot style (7000 number).
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Provisional Ballot Waiver Declaration

I, __________________________________ residing at __________________________________________________
(Printed Name)

(Residence Address)

______________________________________ am submitting ballot cards A through F and the lavender return envelope
bearing the name and address I provided above.
I understand that voting twice is a crime and I declare, under penalty of perjury, that the ballot cards exchanged are
mine and that I have not previously voted and returned a ballot for this election which was issued to me.

S

_______________________________Signature

Poll worker, verify:

□ A Card □ B Card □ C Card □ D Card □ E Card □F Card

Initials:________ Ballot Style_______

□Envelope □Name □ Address

